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MEAN CURVATURE FLOW OF STAR-SHAPED
HYPERSURFACES
LONGZHI LIN
Abstract. In 1998 Smoczyk [Smo98] showed that, among others,
the blowup limits at singularities are convex for the mean curva-
ture flow starting from a closed star-shaped surface in R3. We
prove in this paper that this is true for the mean curvature flow of
star-shaped hypersurfaces in Rn+1 in arbitrary dimension n ≥ 2.
In fact, this holds for a much more general class of initial hyper-
surfaces. In particular, this implies that the mean curvature flow
of star-shaped hypersurfaces is generic in the sense of Colding-
Minicozzi [CM12].
1. Introduction
A family of hypersurfaces evolves by mean curvature flow if the ve-
locity at each point is given by the mean curvature vector. Mean
curvature flow has been extensively studied ever since the pioneering
work of Brakke [Bra78] and Huisken [Hui84]. While the theory was
progressing in many fruitful directions, there was one persistent cen-
tral theme: the investigation of singularities, and the development of
related techniques. In the last 15 years, this culminated in the spec-
tacular work of White [Whi00, Whi03, Whi11] and Huisken-Sinestrari
[HS99a, HS99b, HS09] on mean curvature flow in the case of mean
convex hypersurfaces, i.e. hypersurfaces with positive mean curvature.
Their papers give a far-reaching structure theory, providing a package
of estimates that yield a qualitative picture of singularities and a global
description of the large curvature part in a mean convex flow.
In a recent paper [HK13] (see also [HK14]), Haslhofer-Kleiner gave
a new treatment of the theory of White and Huisken-Sinestrari. A key
ingredient in this new approach is a new preserved quantity under mean
convex mean curvature flow discovered by Andrews [And12] (see also
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[Whi00, SW09]), called α-noncollapsing. A mean convex hypersurface
M ⊂ Rn+1 is α-noncollapsed, if each point p ∈ M admits interior and
exterior ball tangent at p of radius at least α/H(p). The definition and
preservation of α-noncollapsing crucially depends on the fact that the
the mean curvature is positive (H > 0).
If the initial hypersurface M0 is not mean convex, then the theory of
mean convex mean curvature flow is not applicable. It is thus a very
interesting question, whether the results can nevertheless be extended
to some situations where the mean curvature changes sign. As observed
by Smoczyk [Smo98], a good situation to look for such extensions is
the setting where the initial hypersurface is star-shaped, i.e. where M0
satisfies 〈X,ν〉 > 0, with ν denoting the outward unit normal. In this
setting, the relevant quantity to consider is F = 〈X,ν〉 + 2tH , which
is nondecreasing and positive along the flow. Smoczyk proved that the
Huisken-Sinestrari convexity estimate holds for the flow of star-shaped
surfaces in R3 [Smo98, Thm. 1.1], and it was pointed out by Huisken-
Sinestrari [HS99b, Rem. 3.8] that (by taking care of some lower order
terms) their proof of the convexity estimate in fact goes through for
star-shaped hypersurfaces in arbitrary dimension. Moreover, it has
been observed by Andrews [And12] that a variant of his α-noncollapsing
condition, where H is replaced by F , is preserved for mean curvature
flow with star-shaped initial condition.
In this paper, we will use the framework of Haslhofer-Kleiner [HK13]
for mean convex mean curvature flow to prove estimates and structural
results for the star-shaped case. In fact, our results are true for a much
more general class of initial hypersurfaces, see Remark 2.4. In Sec-
tion 2, we collect some preliminaries on (star-shaped) mean curvature
flow and recall the variant of Andrews’ noncollapsing result for the
star-shaped case (Theorem 2.6). In Section 3, we prove three main es-
timates for the mean curvature flow with star-shaped initial condition.
The local curvature estimate (Theorem 3.1) gives curvature control in
a parabolic neighborhood of definite size assuming only curvature con-
trol at a single point. The convexity estimate (Theorem 3.17) gives
pinching of the principal curvatures towards positive. The blowup the-
orem (Theorem 3.21) allows us to pass to blowup limits smoothly and
globally. In Section 4, we explain that our three main estimates still
hold beyond the first singular time if the mean curvature is interpreted
in the viscosity sense (Definition 4.8). As a consequence, we obtain a
structure theorem (Theorem 4.28), which says that all tangent flows
in the star-shaped case are either planes or shrinking round spheres
or cylinders, and a partial regularity theorem (Theorem 4.30), which
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says that the parabolic Hausdorff (and Minkowski) dimension of the
singular set S ⊂ Rn+1,1 in the star-shaped case is at most n − 1. In
particular, we see that the star-shaped case provides a setting where
all mean curvature flow singularities are generic in the sense of [CM12].
Thus, applying recent results of Colding-Minicozzi [CM13, CM14] we
can also conclude that all tangent flows are unique and that the (n−1)-
dimensional parabolic Hausdorff measure of S is in fact finite.
The proofs of the local curvature estimate, the convexity estimate
and elliptic regularization for star-shaped flows are quite different from
[HK13] and require a number of new ideas. E.g. we have to relate
bounds for F (which appears in the definition of noncollapsing) and
bounds for H (which we get by comparison with spheres), and we have
to overcome the difficulty that for star-shaped flow the speed H doesn’t
have a sign, i.e. that the motion in general doesn’t produce a foliation.
Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Robert Haslhofer
for the continued stimulating and useful discussions.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation and terminology. A smooth family {Mt ⊂ Rn+1}t∈I
of closed embedded hypersurfaces, where I ⊂ R is an interval, moves by
mean curvature flow ifMt = Xt(M) = X(M, t) for some smooth family
of embeddings {Xt : M → Rn+1}t∈I satisfying the mean curvature flow
equation
∂Xt
∂t
= −Hν,
where H denotes the mean curvature and ν is the outward unit normal
at Xt. Instead of the family {Mt} itself, we will think in terms of the
evolving family {Kt} of the compact domains bounded by the Mt’s.
Space-time Rn+1,1 is defined to be Rn+1×R equipped with the par-
abolic metric d((x1, t1), (x2, t2)) = max(|x1 − x2|, |t1 − t2| 12 ). Parabolic
rescaling by λ ∈ (0,∞) at (x0, t0) ∈ Rn+1,1 is described by the mapping
(x, t) 7→ (λ(x− x0), λ2(t− t0)).
The parabolic ball with radius r > 0 and center X = (x, t) ∈ Rn+1,1 is
the product
P (x, t, r) = B(x, r)× (t− r2, t] ⊂ Rn+1,1 .
When we talk about a flow in a parabolic ball P (x, t, r) we in particular
include the assumption that the flow existed at least since t− r2.
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Given a family of subsets {Kt ⊆ Rn+1}t∈I its space-time track is the
set
K = ∪t∈IKt × {t} ⊆ Rn+1,1 .
Given a subset K ⊆ Rn+1,1, the time t slice of K is
Kt = {x ∈ Rn+1 | (x, t) ∈ K} .
Given a smooth compact domain K0 ⊂ Rn+1 we write Kt for the
evolution of K0 by mean curvature flow. In technical terms, this is
the level set flow {Kt ⊂ Rn+1} starting at K0, see [ES91], [CGG91]
and [Ilm94]. The level set flow can be defined as the maximal family
of closed sets {Kt}t≥0 starting at K0 that satisfies the the avoidance
principle
Kt0 ∩ Lt0 = ∅ ⇒ Kt ∩ Lt = ∅ for all t ∈ [t0, t1],
whenever {Lt}t∈[t0,t1] is a smooth compact mean curvature flow. The
definition is phrased in such a way, that existence and uniqueness are
immediate. Moreover, the level set flow of K0 coincides with smooth
mean curvature flow of K0 for as long as the latter is defined.
We suppress the dependence on n in the notation, and we always
assume that the initial domain K0 ⊂ Rn+1 is smooth and compact.
2.2. Star-shapedness and α-noncollapsing. A smooth compact do-
main K0 ⊂ Rn+1 is called star-shaped (around the origin) if 〈X,ν〉 > 0
for all X ∈ ∂K0.
Proposition 2.1 ([Smo98, Prop. 4]). The quantity F = 〈X,ν〉+ 2tH
satisfies the evolution equation
(2.2) ∂tF = ∆F + |A|2F,
In particular, if K0 is star-shaped, then F is positive for all t ≥ 0 as
long as the flow exists.
Proposition 2.3 (c.f. [Smo98, Lem. 1.1]). If Kt is a mean curvature
flow starting at a star-shaped domain K0 ⊂ Rn+1, then H ≥ −C, where
C only depends on β = max{max∂K0 |A|,Diam(∂K0)}.
Proof. Using the evolution equation for |A|2,
∂t|A|2 = ∆|A|2 − 2|∇A|2 + 2|A|4,
and the maximum principle, there exists some small σ > 0 depending
only on max∂K0 |A|, such that for all t ∈ [0, σ] we have max∂Kt |A| ≤
2max∂K0 |A| . This gives C˜ such that H ≥ −C˜ for all t ∈ [0, σ]. For t >
σ, since F = 〈X,ν〉+2tH is positive we haveH ≥ −Diam(∂K0)/σ. 
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Remark 2.4. In fact, the quantity F = a1〈X,ν〉+ (a2 + 2a1t)H , where
a1 + a2 > 0, also satisfies equation (2.2). Therefore, with minor mod-
ifications (cf. (3.10) - (3.12)), our proofs generalize to the class of
initial hypersurfaces that satisfy the condition a1〈X,ν〉 + a2H > 0.
Such class of initial hypersurfaces include mean convex hypersurfaces
(a1 = 0, a2 = 1) and star-shaped hypersurfaces (a1 = 1, a2 = 0) and
more, cf. [Smo98].
Definition 2.5 (c.f. [And12, Def. 1]). Let α > 0. A smooth compact
domain K ⊂ Rn+1 with F > 0 is α-noncollapsed if each point p ∈ ∂K
admits interior and exterior balls tangent at p of radius at least α/F (p).
By compactness, each star-shaped domain K0 ⊂ Rn+1 satisfies the
α-noncollapsing condition for some α = α(K0) > 0. The following the-
orem shows that α-noncollapsing is preserved along the mean curvature
flow.
Theorem 2.6 (c.f. [And12, Rem. 7], [ALM13, Rem. 3]). If K0 is
α-noncollapsed, then Kt is α-noncollapsed for the same constant α.
Proof. The proof follows from a similar computation as in [And12] and
[ALM13]. For the convenience of reader, we include it here. Consider
Z(x, y, t) =
2〈X(y, t)−X(x, t),ν(x, t)〉
‖X(y, t)−X(x, t)‖2
and
Z∗(x, t) = inf
y 6=x
Z(x, y, t) , Z∗(x, t) = sup
y 6=x
Z(x, y, t) .
By a simple geometric argument, interior and exterior α-noncollapsing
is equivalent to the inequalities Z∗
F
≥ − 1
α
and Z
∗
F
≤ 1
α
, respectively.
Computing various derivatives of Z, Andrews-Langford-McCoy de-
rived the evolution inequalities (in the viscosity sense),
(2.7) ∂tZ∗ ≥ ∆Z∗ + |A|2Z∗ , ∂tZ∗ ≤ ∆Z∗ + |A|2Z∗ ,
see [ALM13, Thm. 2]. Combining this with (2.2) we obtain
(∂t −∆)Z∗
F
=
(∂t −∆)Z∗
F
− Z∗(∂t −∆)F
F 2
+ 2
〈
∇ logF,∇Z∗
F
〉
≥ 2
〈
∇ logF,∇Z∗
F
〉
.(2.8)
By the maximum principle, the minimum of Z∗
F
is nondecreasing in
time. In particular, if the inequality Z∗
F
≥ − 1
α
holds at t = 0, then this
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inequality holds for all t. Arguing similarly we obtain that
(2.9) ∂t
Z∗
F
≤ ∆Z
∗
F
+ 2
〈
∇ logF,∇Z
∗
F
〉
,
and thus that the inequality Z
∗
F
≤ 1
α
is also preserved along the flow. 
Remark 2.10 (parabolic rescaling). If {Kt}t∈I is an α-noncollapsed flow
and if {Kˆt}t∈Iˆ denotes the flow obtained by the parabolic rescaling
(x, t)→ (λx, λ2t), λ ∈ (0,∞), then {Kˆt}t∈Iˆ is (λ2α)-noncollapsed.
3. Main estimates and consequences
Throughout this section, we consider mean curvature flows {Kt}
starting at a smooth compact star-shaped initial domain K0 ⊂ Rn+1.
We denote by α = α(K0) > 0 and β = β(K0) > 0 the constants from
Definition 2.5 and Proposition 2.3, respectively. In this section, we give
the proofs in the smooth setting; we refer to Section 4 for the extension
of the results to the setting of weak solutions (level set flow).
3.1. Local curvature estimate. Our first main estimate gives cur-
vature control on a parabolic ball of definite size, from a bound on the
mean curvature H at a single point.
Theorem 3.1 (Local curvature estimate). There exist ρ = ρ(α, β) > 0
and Cl = Cl(α, β) < ∞ with the following property. If K is a mean
curvature flow with star-shaped initial condition, defined in a parabolic
ball P (p, t, r) centered at a boundary point p ∈ ∂Kt with H(p, t) ≤ r−1,
then K is smooth in the parabolic ball P (p, t, ρr), and
(3.2) sup
P (p,t,ρr)
|∇lA| ≤ Clr−(l+1) .
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, we obtain:
Corollary 3.3 (Gradient estimate). Suppose K is a mean curvature
flow with star-shaped initial condition. Then we have the gradient es-
timate
|∇A| ≤ CH2 ,
where C = C(K0) <∞.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix α and β. We will show that there exists
a ρ′ > 0 such that the estimate (3.2) holds for l = 0 with C0 =
1
ρ′
; the higher order derivative estimates then follow immediately from
standard interior estimates (see e.g. [Eck04, Prop. 3.22]).
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Suppose this doesn’t hold. Then there are sequences of α-noncollapsed
flows {Kj}, boundary points {pj ∈ ∂Ktj} and scales {rj}, such that Kj
is defined in P (pj, tj , rj) and H(pj, tj) ≤ r−1j , but supP (pj ,tj ,j−1rj) |A| ≥
jr−1j . After parabolically rescaling by jr
−1
j and applying an isometry,
we obtain a sequence {Kˆj} of mean curvature flows defined in P (0, 0, j)
with H(0, 0) ≤ j−1, but
(3.4) sup
P (0,0,1)
|A| ≥ 1 .
Moreover, we can choose coordinates such that the outward normal of
Kˆj0 at (0, 0) is en+1.
Claim 3.5 (Halfspace convergence). The sequence of mean curvature
flows {Kˆj} converges in the pointed Hausdorff topology to a static half-
space in Rn+1 × (−∞, 0], and similarly for their complements.
Proof of Claim 3.5. For R < ∞, d > 0 let B¯R,d = B((−R + d)en+1, R)
be the closed R-ball tangent to the horizontal hyperplane {xn+1 = d}
at the point den+1. When R is large, it will take time approximately
dR for B¯R,d to leave the upper half space {xn+1 > 0}.
Since 0 ∈ ∂Kˆj0 for all j, it follows that B¯R,d cannot be contained in
the interior of Kˆjt for any t ∈ [−T, 0], where T ≃ dR. Thus, for large
j we can find dj ≤ d such that B¯R,dj has interior contact with Kˆjt at
some point qˆj , where 〈qˆj, en+1〉 < d and ‖qˆj‖ .
√
dR.
The mean curvature of ∂Kˆt satisfies Hˆ(qˆj , t) ≤ nR , and therefore for
∂Kt we have H(qj, s) ≤ njRrj where s = (j−1rj)2t + tj . Moreover, by
avoidance principle for the mean curvature flow it is clear that
(3.6) s ≤ D
2
2n
,
where D is the diameter of ∂K0. Thus
(3.7) F (qj, s) ≤ D + jD
2
Rrj
≤ 2jD
2
Rrj
,
provided R ≤ jr−1j D. Since Kjt satisfies the α-noncollapsing condition,
there is a closed ball B¯j,o with radius at least
αRrj
2jD2
making exterior
contact with Kjs at qj. Therefore, after rescaling, there is a closed ball
B¯j with radius at least
αR
2D2
making exterior contact with Kˆj0 at qˆj . By
a simple geometric calculation, this implies that Kˆjt has height .
D2d
α
in the ball B(0, R′) where R′ is comparable to
√
dR. As d and R are
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arbitrary (in fact, R is allowed to be larger and larger as j increases
provided R ≤ jr−1j D; also note that r2j ≤ D2/2n), this implies that for
any T > 0, and any compact subset Y ⊂ {xN > 0}, for large j the time
slice Kˆjt is disjoint from Y , for all t ≥ −T . Likewise, for any T > 0
and any compact subset Y ⊂ {xN < 0}, the time slice Kˆjt contains Y
for all t ∈ [−T, 0], and large j, because Kˆj−T will contain a ball whose
forward evolution under mean curvature flow contains Y at any time
t ∈ [−T, 0]. This proves the claim. 
To finish the proof of the theorem, we need a variant of the one-sided
minimization theorem, cf. [Whi00, Thm. 3.5], [HK13, Rem. 2.6].
Claim 3.8 (One-sided minimization for Kˆjt ). For every ε > 0, every
t ∈ [−T, 0] and every ball B(x, r) centered on the hyperplane {xn+1 =
0}, we have
(3.9) |∂Kˆjt ∩ B(x, r)| ≤ (1 + ε)ωnrn ,
for j large enough.
Combining Claim 3.5, Claim 3.8 and the local regularity theorem
for the mean curvature flow (see e.g. [Whi05], [Wan02]), we see that
{Kˆj} converges smoothly on compact subsets of spacetime to a static
halfspace. In particular,
lim sup
j→∞
sup
P (0,0,1)
|A| = 0;
this contradicts (3.4). Modulo the proof of Claim 3.8, which we will
give below, this concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
To prove Claim 3.8, we will rescale the flow and prove a weighted
version of the one-sided minimization result for the rescaled flow, and
then convert it back to the original flow. The key is to make use of the
fact that F = 〈X,ν〉 + 2tH > 0 along the flow. We first perform the
continuous rescaling:
(3.10) X˜(·, τ) = 1√
t
X(·, t) , τ = log t .
Then X˜(·, τ) satisfies the rescaled mean curvature flow equation
(3.11)
(
∂
∂τ
X˜
)⊥
= −
(
H˜ +
〈X˜, ν˜〉
2
)
ν˜ , τ ∈ (−∞, log T ) .
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Note that the speed function on the right-hand side of (3.11) is nega-
tive:
(3.12) −
(
H˜ +
〈X˜, ν˜〉
2
)
= −√t
(
H +
〈X,ν〉
2t
)
< 0 .
Let {Kt = Kjt } be the sequence of flows from the proof of Theorem
3.1, and denote by {K˜τ} the associated rescaled mean curvature flows
(we suppress the index j in the notation). Using (3.11) and (3.12),
we see that the boundaries of the {K˜τ}τ∈(−∞,logT ) form a foliation of
Rn+1\K˜log T for any T > 0 as long as the flow exits.
Now we define the weighted boundary area of a compact set S with
sufficiently regular boundary to be
Areaw(∂S) =
∫
∂S
e
|x|2
4 dµ .
Note that if ∂S minimizes the weighted boundary area, then on ∂S we
have
H +
〈X,ν〉
2
= 0 .
Claim 3.13 (Weighted one-sided minimization for rescaled flow). The
weighted boundary area of K˜τ is less than or equal to the weighted
boundary area of any smooth compact domain S ⊇ K˜τ .
Proof of Claim 3.13. Recall that {∂K˜τ ′}τ ′≤τ foliatesRn+1\Int(K˜τ ). Let
ν˜ be the vector field in Rn+1\Int(K˜τ ) defined by the outward unit nor-
mals of the foliation. If S ⊇ K˜τ is any smooth compact domain, then
using the divergence theorem we can compute
Areaw(∂S)− Areaw(∂K˜τ )
≥
∫
∂S
〈ν˜, ν˜∂S〉e
|x|2
4 dµ−
∫
∂K˜τ
〈ν˜, ν˜∂K˜τ 〉e
|x|2
4 dµ
=
∫
S\K˜τ
(
H˜ +
〈X˜, ν˜〉
2
)
e
|x|2
4 dµ ≥ 0 .
This proves the claim. 
Proof of Claim 3.8. Note first that there exists a uniform constant σ =
σ(α, β) > 0 such that F = 〈X,ν〉+2tH ≥ σ for any t ∈ [0, σ] and such
that tj ≥ σ for j large (since supP (pj ,tj ,j−1rj) |A| → ∞).
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Since {∂K˜τ}τ∈(−∞,logT ) foliates Rn+1\K˜log T for any T > 0 as long
as the flow exits, there is some Θ = Θ(α, β) < ∞ such that K˜τ is
contained in BΘ for any τ ≥ log σ. Moreover, by Claim 3.13, K˜τ is one-
sided minimizing for the weighted area. Also note that the rescaling
factor between K˜τ and Kt is uniformly controlled for τ ≥ log σ.
For any ε > 0 there exists a constant δ = δ(ε,Θ) > 0, such that at
any point p ∈ ∂K˜τ (τ ≥ log σ) we have
(3.14) 1− ε/2 ≤ e
|p|2
4 Area(∂K˜τ ∩ B(p, δ))
Areaw(∂K˜τ ∩ B(p, δ))
≤ 1 + ε/2 .
Now at pj ∈ ∂Kjt , using the facts that Kj is α-noncollapsed and that
the parabolically rescaled flow Kˆjt has height .
D2d
α
in the ball B(0, R′)
where R′ is comparable to
√
dR, we conclude that for any r sufficiently
small and j sufficiently large:
Area(∂Kjt ∩B(pj , r)) ≤ (1 + ε)ωnrn .(3.15)
Here, we used the estimate (3.14) and Claim 3.13 with S obtained
from Kjt by attaching a short solid cylinder over the approximate disk.
Rescaling to Kˆj this completes the proof of Claim 3.8. 
Remark 3.16. One may obtain a variant of the curvature estimate by
considering flows which are defined in B(p, r)×(t−r2, t+τr2] for some
fixed τ > 0, in which case the curvature bound holds in a suitable
parabolic region extending forward in time. The proof is similar.
3.2. Convexity estimate. In this section, we prove the following con-
vexity estimate for mean curvature flow with star-shaped initial data.
Theorem 3.17. For all ε > 0, there exists η = η(ε, α, β) < ∞ with
the following property. If K is a mean curvature flow with star-shaped
initial condidition, defined in a parabolic ball P (p, t, ηr) centered at a
boundary point p ∈ ∂Kt with H(p, t) ≤ r−1, then
λ1(p, t) ≥ −εr−1 .
Theorem 3.17 immediately implies the following corollary.
Corollary 3.18. If K is a mean curvature flow with star-shaped initial
condition, then for all ε > 0 there exists 0 < H0 = H0(ε,K0) <∞ such
that if H(p, t) ≥ H0 then λ1H (p, t) ≥ −ε .
Remark 3.19. As mentioned in the introduction, a similar convexity
estimate has been proved by Smoczyk [Smo98, Thm. 1.1] for n = 2.
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Proof of Theorem 3.17. Fix α and β. We first show that the theorem
holds for ε ≥ 2D2
nα
, where D is the diameter of ∂K0. To see this, we
choose η =
√
n/2 and note that since the flow existed in the para-
bolic ball P (p, t, ηr) we have (ηr)2 ≤ t ≤ D2
2n
, c.f. (3.6). Now the
α-noncollapsing (Theorem 2.6) gives interior and exterior balls of ra-
dius at least α/F (p, t) and thus
(3.20) λ1(p, t) ≥ −F (p, t)
α
≥ −D + n
−1D2r−1
α
≥ −εr−1,
where we used that ε ≥ 2D2
nα
and r ≤ D
n
by our choice of η.
Let ε0 ≤ 2D2nα be the infimum of the ε’s for which the assertion of the
theorem holds, and suppose towards a contradiction that ε0 > 0.
It follows that there is a sequence {Kj} defined in P (pj, tj, ηjrj) with
H(pj, rj) ≤ r−1j and ηj →∞, but λ1(pj, tj)rj → −ε0. Now since
(ηjrj)
2 ≤ tj ≤
D2j
2n
is uniformly bounded, we have rj → 0. It follows that λ1(pj , tj)→ −∞.
Let I := lim infj→∞H(pj, tj). If I < ∞, then by the α-noncollapsing
condition we have
λ1(pj , tj) ≥ −F (pj , tj)
α
≥ −Dj +D
2
j I/n
α
for some arbitrarily large integers j; a contradiction. Thus, I =∞.
Parabolically rescaling by r−1j and applying an isometry, we obtain
a sequence {Kˆj} of flows defined in P (0, 0, ηj) with (0, 0) ∈ ∂Kˆj , 0 <
H(0, 0) ≤ 1 for all j, but λ1(0, 0) → −ε0 as j → ∞. After passing to
a subsequence, {Kˆj} converges smoothly to a mean curvature flow Kˆ∞
in the parabolic ball P (0, 0, ρ), where ρ = ρ(α, β) is the quantity from
Theorem 3.1. For Kˆ∞ we have λ1(0, 0) = −ε0, and thus H(0, 0) = 1.
By continuity H > 1
2
in P (0, 0, ρ′) for some ρ′ ∈ (0, ρ). Since ε0 is the
infimum of the ε’s for which the assertion of the theorem holds and
since I = ∞, it follow that λ1
H
≥ −ε0 in P (0, 0, ρ′). Thus, λ1H attains
a negative minimum at (0, 0); this contradicts the strict maximum
principle (see e.g. [HK13, App. A], [Ham86, Sec. 8] or [Whi03, App.
A]). 
3.3. Blowup theorem. The next theorem shows that for mean cur-
vature flow with star-shaped initial condition, we can pass to blowup
limits smoothly and globally.
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Theorem 3.21 (Blowup theorem). Let K be a mean curvature flow
with star-shaped initial condition. Let {(pj , tj) ∈ ∂K} be a sequence
of boundary points with λj := H(pj, tj) → ∞. Then, after passing to
a subsequence, the flows Kˆj obtained from K by the rescaling (p, t) 7→
(λj(p− pj), λ2j(t− tj)) converge smoothly and globally:
Kˆj → K∞ C∞loc on Rn+1 × (−∞, 0].(3.22)
The limit K∞ is a mean convex αˆ-noncollapsed flow (i.e. admits inte-
rior and exterior balls of radius αˆ/H(p)) for some αˆ = αˆ(α, β) > 0,
and has convex time slices.
Proof. Since λj = H(pj, tj) → ∞, we have that tj ≥ σ > 0, for some
uniform constant σ > 0. By comparison with spheres, tj ≤ T (β) <∞
where β is from Proposition 2.3.
There is a constant ε > 0 and a sequence ηj → ∞ such that the
rescaled flow Kˆj satisfies Hˆ(x, t) ≥ ε
1+ηj
in P (0, 0, ηj). If not, the local
curvature estimate (Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.16) centered at points
with too small curvature yields Hˆ(0, 0) < 1 for j large; a contradiction.
By the above, the term 2tH is larger than 〈X,ν〉 in increasing par-
abolic neighborhood of the basepoint. Therefore, Kˆj is mean convex
αˆ-noncollapsed in P (0, 0, ηj), where αˆ = αˆ(α, β) > 0. We can now
apply the global convergence theorem [HK13, Thm 1.12] to get that
a limit K∞, which is a mean convex αˆ-noncollapsed flow with convex
time slices. 
4. Estimates for weak solutions
4.1. Elliptic regularization and consequences. Let K0 ⊂ Rn+1
be a star-shaped domain and let {Kt}t≥0 be the level set flow starting
at K0, see Section 2. By a result of Soner [Son93, Sec. 9], the flow
is nonfattening. As in Section 3, we consider the rescaled flow K˜τ =
t−1/2Kt where τ = log t and t ∈ [σ, T ].
We will now adapt the elliptic regularization from Evans-Spruck
[ES91, Sec. 7] to our setting. The rescaled level set flow {K˜τ}logσ≤τ≤log T
can be described by the time of arrival function v : K˜log σ → R defined
by (x1, ..., xn+1) = x ∈ ∂K˜τ ⇔ v(x) + log σ = τ . The function v
satisfies
(4.1) − div
(
Dv
|Dv|
)
− 1
2
〈
x,
Dv
|Dv|
〉
=
1
|Dv| ,
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in the viscosity sense. The solution v arises as uniform limit of smooth
functions vε : K˜log σ → R solving the regularized equation
(4.2)
−div
(
(Dvε,−ε)√
ε2 + |Dvε|2
)
−1
2
〈
(x, xn+2) ,
(Dvε,−ε)√
ε2 + |Dvε|2
〉
=
1√
ε2 + |Dvε|2 ,
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Geometrically, equation (4.2) says
that N˜ εlog σ = graph
(
vε
ε
)
satisfies
(4.3) ~H − X
⊥
2
= −1
ε
e
⊥
n+2 ,
or equivalently that N˜ ετ = graph
(
vε+log σ−τ
ε
)
, τ ≥ log σ, is a translating
solution of the rescaled mean curvature flow (3.11). Using a barrier
argument as in [ES91, Sec. 7] we obtain the C0-estimate
(4.4) c dist(x, ∂K˜log σ) ≤ vε(x) ≤ c−1 dist(x, ∂K˜log σ) ,
for some uniform constant c > 0. Multiplying by
√
ε2 + |Dvε|2 and
taking the first partial derivative Dxl on both sides of equation (4.2)
(replacing xn+2 by
vε
ε
), we get
(4.5) −
(
δij −
vεxiv
ε
xj
ε2 + |Dvε|2
)
(vεxl)xixj +
2(vεxl)xiv
ε
xj
ε2 + |Dvε|2v
ε
xixj
− 2v
ε
xi
vεxjv
ε
xk
(vεxl)xk
(ε2 + |Dvε|2)2 v
ε
xixj
− xk(v
ε
xl
)xk
2
= 0 .
Thus, by the maximum principle, we obtain the Lipschitz estimate
(4.6) |Dvε| ≤ C,
for some uniform constant C < ∞. Therefore, as ε tends to zero the
functions vε indeed converge uniformly to v, and v is Lipschitz.
Now for (x, xn+2) ∈ N˜ ετ we have τ = vε(x) + log σ − εxn+2. Thus,
the time of arrival function of {N˜ ετ } is given by
(4.7) V ε(x, xn+2) = v
ε(x) + log σ − εxn+2
For ε→ 0 it converges locally uniformly to V (x, xn+2) = v(x) + log σ,
which is the time of arrival function of {∂K˜τ×R}. Thus, for ε→ 0 the
space-time tracks N˜ ε Hausdorff converge to K˜, and similarly for their
complements. Together with Lemma 4.9 below, we can now finish the
argument as in [HK13, Sec. 4.3] to conclude that the estimates from
Section 3 hold for the level set flow with star-shaped initial condition,
provided the mean curvature is interpreted in the viscosity sense:
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Definition 4.8 ([HK13, Def. 1.3]). Let K ⊆ Rn+1 be a closed set. If
p ∈ ∂K, then the viscosity mean curvature of K at p is
H(p) = inf{H∂X(p) | X ⊆ K is a compact smooth domain, p ∈ ∂X},
where H∂X(p) denotes the mean curvature of ∂X at p with respect to
the inward pointing normal (here inf ∅ = −∞).
Lemma 4.9 (c.f. [HK13, Thm. 4.6 (1)]). The elliptic approximators
N˜ ετ admit interior and exterior balls of radius at least
αε
eσ
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2
at X˜ε(x, τ) =
(
x, v
ε(x)+log σ−τ
ε
)
∈ N˜ ετ , and lim infε→0 αε ≥ α.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, consider
Z˜ε(x,y, τ) =
2
〈
X˜ε(y, τ)− X˜ε(x, τ), ν˜ε(x, τ)
〉
‖X˜ε(y, τ)− X˜ε(x, τ)‖2
and
Z˜ε∗(x, τ) = inf
(y 6=(x
Z˜ε(x,y, τ) , Z˜∗ε (x, τ) = sup
y 6=x
Z˜ε(x,y, τ) ,
where x ∈ K˜log σ. Here
(4.10) ν˜ε(x, τ) = (−Dvε(x), ε)/
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2
and
(4.11) X˜ε(x, τ) =
(
x,
vε(x) + log σ − τ
ε
)
∈ N˜ ετ .
Since N˜ ετ is a translating solution of the rescaled mean curvature flow
(3.11), we denote N ετ = e
τ/2N˜ ετ the mean curvature flow corresponding
to N˜ ετ and X
ε(x, t) = eτ/2X˜ε(x, τ), where τ = log t. Let
F˜ ε(x, τ) = F˜ ε(X˜ε(x, τ)) = H˜ε(X˜ε(x, τ)) +
〈
X˜ε(x, τ), ν˜ε(x, τ)
〉
2
and
(4.12)
F ε(x, t) = 2eτ/2F˜ ε(x, τ) = 2tHε(Xε(x, t)) + 〈Xε(x, t),νε(x, t)〉 ,
cf. (3.12).
Similarly, we define
(4.13) Zε∗(x, t) = e
−τ/2Z˜ε∗(x, τ) and Z
∗
ε (x, t) = e
−τ/2Z˜∗ε (x, τ)
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according to the rescaling . Then we have
(4.14)
Zε∗
F ε
=
Z˜ε∗
2eτ F˜ ε
.
Now note that equation (4.2) is equivalent to
(4.15) F˜ ε(x, log σ) = 1/
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2 for ∀ x ∈ K˜log σ .
Moreover, since N˜ ετ is a translating solution of the rescaled mean cur-
vature flow (3.11) (so that for fixed x we know that Z˜ε∗(x, τ), Z˜
∗
ε (x, τ)
and H˜ε(x, τ) are independent of τ), using (4.10) and (4.11) we have
d
dτ
Z˜ε∗(x, τ) = 0
and
(4.16)
d
dτ
F˜ ε(x, τ) =
1
2
d
dτ
〈
ν˜
ε, X˜ε
〉
(x, τ) =
−1
2
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2 .
Therefore, integrating (4.16) w.r.t. τ and using (4.15) we have
(4.17) F˜ ε (x, τ) =
(
2 + log σ − τ
2
)
/
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2 .
Therefore
0 =
d
dτ
(
(2 + log σ − τ) Z˜ε∗
2F˜ ε
)
(x, τ)
(4.18)
= ∂τ
(
(2 + log σ − τ) Z˜ε∗
2F˜ ε
)
(x, τ) +
〈
∇˜
(
(2 + log σ − τ) Z˜ε∗
2F˜ ε
)
,
eTn+2
ε|eTn+2|
〉
(x, τ) ,
where eTn+2 is the tangential part of en+2 at X˜
ε(x, τ) and ∂τ
(
(2+log σ−τ)Z˜ε∗
2F˜ ε
)
is the time derivative of (2+log σ−τ)Z˜
ε
∗
2F˜ ε
along the normal motion.
Now using (2.7), (2.8) and (4.14) we obtain
(4.19) ∂τ
Z˜ε∗
F˜ ε
≥ ∆˜ Z˜
ε
∗
F˜ ε
+ 2
〈
∇˜ log F˜ ε, ∇˜ Z˜
ε
∗
F˜ ε
〉
+
Z˜ε∗
F˜ ε
,
in the viscosity sense. Combining (4.18) and (4.19) we obtain
(4.20)
0 ≥ 2 + log σ − τ
2
(
∆˜
Z˜ε∗
F˜ ε
+ 2
〈
∇˜ log F˜ ε + e
T
n+2
2ε|eTn+2|
, ∇˜ Z˜
ε
∗
F˜ ε
〉)
+
(1 + log σ − τ)Z˜ε∗
2F˜ ε
,
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if τ < 2 + log σ. Note that 2 + log σ − τ > 0 and 1 + log σ − τ ≤ 0 if
τ ∈ [1 + log σ, 2 + log σ).
Therefore, by (4.18), the quantity
(4.21) Iε(τ) := min
N˜ετ
Z˜ε∗
2F˜ ε/(2 + log σ − τ)
and the value of the optimal noncollapsing constant αε of N˜
ε
τ (with
respect to the radius 1
2F˜ ε/(2+log σ−τ)
) are independent of time τ ≥ log σ.
Moreover, at any time τ ∈ [1 + log σ, 2 + log σ) we can apply the
maximum principle to equation (4.20) so that we know Iε(τ) is attained
at the boundary of N˜ ετ . Since {N˜ ετ }τ≥log σ converges locally uniformly
to {K˜τ ×R}τ≥log σ as ε → 0 (and the convergence is smooth at least
until τ = 2+ log σ if σ is chosen sufficiently small), to find the limiting
behavior of the noncollapsing constant as ε → 0, we can simply look
any time τ = 1+ log σ to conclude that (note also that K˜1+log σ admits
interior and exterior balls of radius at least α/(2eσF˜ ) where F˜ = H˜ +
〈X˜,ν˜〉
2
)
(4.22) lim inf
ε→0
Iε ≥ −eσ
α
.
Therefore, using (4.15) and (4.17) we know that N˜ ετ admits interior
balls of radius at least
(4.23)
αε/(eσ)
2F˜ ε(x, τ)/(2 + log σ − τ) =
αε
eσF˜ ε(x, log σ)
=
αε
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2
eσ
at X˜ε(x, τ) for all x ∈ K˜log σ and all τ ≥ log σ. Moreover, lim infε→0 αε ≥
α. Arguing similarly for Z˜∗ε , this proves the lemma. 
Remark 4.24. To see that K˜1+log σ admits interior and exterior balls
of radius at least α/(2eσF˜ ) where F˜ = H˜ + 〈X˜,ν˜〉
2
, we note that if
Nt = e
τ/2N˜τ admits interior and exterior balls of radius at least α/F
at X(x, t), then by the rescaling X˜(x, τ) = t−1/2X(x, t) (cf. (4.12))
we know that N˜τ admits interior and exterior balls of radius at least
α/(2eτ F˜ ) at X˜(x, τ).
Remark 4.25. From (4.21) and (4.23) we see that the noncollapsing
constant of N˜ ετ , with respect to the radius
1
2F˜ ε/(2 + log σ − τ) =
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2 ,
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is at least α/(eσ) = 2α/e
2elog σ
for all τ ≥ log σ.
Therefore, using (4.12), (4.13) and (4.21) we know that
(4.26) Iε(t) := min
Nεt
tZε∗
F ε/(2 + log σ − log t)
is independent of t ≥ σ. Namely, the noncollapsing constant of N εt =
eτ/2N˜ ετ , with respect to the radius
t
F ε/(2 + log σ − log t) =
√
t
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2 ,
is independent of t.
Now take t = σ. Since the noncollapsing constant of N˜ εlog σ (w.r.t.
1/F˜ ε) is at least α/(eσ), by the same rescaling as in Remark 4.24 we
know that the noncollapsing constant ofN εσ (w.r.t.
√
σ
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2 =
2σ/F ε) is at least 2α/e, and thus the noncollapsing constant of N εt
(w.r.t.
√
t
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2) is at least 2α/e for all t ≥ σ since it is
independent of t.
Remark 4.27. Applying Lemma 4.9 to {N˜ ετ }τ≥log σ and by Remark 4.25
we know that the noncollapsing constant of {N εt }t≥σ (w.r.t.
√
t
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2)
is at least 2α/e for all t ≥ σ. Since {N˜ ετ }τ≥log σ and {N εt }t≥σ con-
verges locally uniformly to {K˜τ ×R}τ≥logσ and {Kt ×R}t≥σ, respec-
tively, as ε → 0, we get that the noncollapsing constant of Kt (w.r.t.
limε→0
√
t
√
ε2 + |Dvε(x)|2 = eτ/2/F˜ = 1
F/(2t)
= 1
H+〈X,ν〉/(2t)
> 0) is at
least 2α/e for all t ≥ σ.
4.2. Size and structure of the singular set. In this final section
we describe the size and the structure of the singular set for the mean
curvature flow with star-shaped initial condition.
Theorem 4.28 (Tangent flows). Let K be a mean curvature flow with
star-shaped initial condition. Let (p, t) ∈ ∂K (t > 0) and let λj → ∞.
Then, the flow Kj obtained from K by the parabolic rescaling (p, t) 7→
(λj(p− pj), λ2j(t− tj)) converges smoothly and globally:
Kj → K∞ C∞loc on Rn+1 × (−∞, 0].(4.29)
The limit K∞ is either (i) a static halfspace or (ii) a shrinking round
sphere or cylinder.
Proof. Let Qj := supKj∩P (0,0,1)H . If there is a subsequence such that
Qjλ
−1
j → 0, then by the local curvature estimate (Theorem 3.1) we have
convergence to a static halfspace. Assume now lim infj→∞Qjλ
−1
j > 0.
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Then, arguing as in the proof of the blowup theorem (Theorem 3.21)
we see that Kj is mean convex αˆ-noncollapsed in P (0, 0, ηj) for some
sequence ηj →∞. Applying the structure theorem [HK13, Thm. 1.14]
we conclude that a subsequence converges to a round shrinking sphere
or cylinder. Finally, by a recent result of Colding-Minicozzi [CM13]
the limit is unique, i.e. we have convergence even without passing to a
subsequence. 
Theorem 4.30 (Partial regularity). Suppose K is a mean curvature
flow with star-shaped initial condition. Then the parabolic Hausdorff
dimension and Minkowski dimension of the singular set S ⊂ Rn+1,1
are at most n− 1. Moreover, Hn−1par (S) <∞.
Proof. The estimate for the parabolic Hausdorff dimension is a quick
consequence of the tangent flow theorem (Theorem 4.28). Namely,
if the parabolic Hausdorff dimension of S where bigger than n − 1,
then blowing up at a density point we would obtain a tangent flow
whose singular set has parabolic Hausdorff dimension bigger than n−1,
contradicting the classification of tangent flows. The stronger estimate
for the parabolic Minkowski dimension and the finiteness of Hn−1par (S)
can be obtained by combining Theorem 4.28 with the work of Cheeger-
Haslhofer-Naber [CHN13] and Colding-Minicozzi [CM14], respectively.

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